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Tube%
Real%chain%

Primi0ve%chain%Obstacles%

“Primi0ve%chain”%(“tube%path”):%“smooth”%path%between%the%two%ends%of%
the%real%chain,%which%is%compa0ble%with%the%topological%constraints%

Length%scales%<%Tube%diameter:%“Standard”%Rouse%(Brownian+connec0vity)%

Length%scales%>%Polymer%size:%Full%scape%from%the%tube.%“Standard”%isotropic%diffusion%
Intermediate$scales:$Rouse$model$for$the$primiRve$chain$$
Contour$length$fluctuaRons$(“Rouse$in$tube”)$+$curvilinear$diffusion$(“reptaRon”)$

THE%TUBE%MODEL%FOR%CHAIN%DYNAMICS%IN%POLYMER%MELTS%



Nanocomposites%with%“hard”%nanopar0cles%

Topological%constraints%(entanglements)%+%Confinement%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Effec0ve%tube%

Li,%Kroger,%Liu,%PRL%2012%

Schneider%et%al,%Macromolecules%2011%

dapp
[ν(φ)%=%dtube[ν(φ)%+%dgeo[ν(φ)% Schneider%et%al,%Macromolecules%2011%



Hard%colloids%func0onalized%with%matrix[like%oligomers%

All7polymer$nanocomposites$

+%

+%
matrix[like%so_%nanopar0cles%

dendrimers%

many[arm%stars%

single[chain%nanopar0cles%

MISCIBILITY%

(Paula%Malo’s%talk)%



Synthesis$of$single7chain$nanoparRcles$by$intramolecular$cross7linking$
(Maud$Formanek’s$talk,$yesterday)$

Single%polymer%chains%at%high%dilu0on%
Func0onal%side%groups%
Reac0on%of%side%groups%%%%%%%%%%Intramolecular%cross[linking%%%%%%%%%%unimolecular%so_%nanopar0cle%%



Sparse%SCNPs% Globular%SCNPs%

Presence%of%locally%compact,%but%accessible,%sites/cavi0es/zones%(local%pockets)%%
Possibility%to%bound,%temporally%or%permanently,%ac0ve%species%such%as%drugs%or%%
catalysts%onto%these%local%pockets%

Single7chain$technology$

Bio[inspired%proper0es:%realiza0on%in%organic%solvents%



Bead[spring%model%

Chapter 2: Molecular dynamics simulations (I): Force field and methods
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with rij = |r⃗i − r⃗j|. The parameters εij and σij characterise the energy and length scale
of the LJ interaction. We use a cutoff of rLJ

cut = 21/6 σij , i.e. ULJ(rij) = 0 for rij ≥ rLJ
cut.

The force exerted by monomer j onto monomer i is calculated as F⃗i(r) = −∇ri ULJ(rij),
leading to:
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With the former value rLJ
cut = 21/6 σij both the potential and forces become continuous at

the cutoff distance. As discussed below (see Section 2.5) the introduction of the cutoff
strongly reduces the number of arithmetical operations involved in the propagation of the
system. Moreover, with the selected cutoff the LJ potential is monotonically decreasing
with distance, i.e. it does not show local minima. Thus, it becomes purely repulsive in all
the interaction range, aiming to describe purely excluded volume interactions. This choice
fits to our aim of studying cross-linking in good solvent conditions (see below).

2.2.2 Bonded interactions

In the Grest-Kremer model [22] the bonding interaction between two connected monomers
i and j is described by the so-called finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential
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with

kij = 30.0
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σ2
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R0,ij = 1.5 σij (2.2.3a)

By derivation of equation (2.2.3) the corresponding force between bonded monomers i and
j can be calculated as:

F⃗ FENE
i (rij) = −
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The sum of the LJ and FENE potentials with the selected values of the numerical coeffi-
cients (see above) yields an effective potential (see Figure 2.1) between connected monomers
which shows a sharp minimum at r = 0.96 σij and guarantees chain uncrossability [22].
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Non[bonded%interac0ons:%

Bonded%interac0ons:%

Chapter 2: Molecular dynamics simulations (I): Force field and methods
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Purely%repulsive%LJ%
Excluded%volume%
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cross[linking%of%solvophobic%core%
swelling%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%globular%nanopar0cles%
% % % % (nanogel[like)%

red:%Unreac0ve%solvophilic%
blue:%Unreac0ve%solvophobic%
cyan:%Reac0ve%solvophobic%

red:%unreac0ve;%%cyan:%reac0ve%

synthesis%in%good%solvent%%%%
sparse%nanopar0cles%

asphericity%



All[polymer%nanocomposites%

Linear%chains%
Z%=%8%entanglements%

Sparse%SCNPs%

Globular%SCNPs%

+%

Nanopar0cle%volume%frac0on:%
sparse:%φ%=%0.25%(sNC)% % globular:%%φ%=%0.1,%0.2,%0.3,%0.4,%0.5,%0.6%%%(gNC1,…,gNC6)%

Number%density%ρ%=%0.85%(“melt”).%%Approx%70000%beads/box%

A$“clean”$system:$
All%simula0ons%performed%at%fixed%density.%
No%polydispersity%of%linear%and%NP%molecular%weight%
No%difference%in%the%segmental%dynamics%

The$effect$of$NPs$on$the$dynamics$of$the$chains,$with$respect$to$the$pure$
linear$system,$just$originates$from$topology$



Negligible%effect%of%the%NPs%%on%the%conforma0ons%and%
the%segmental%dynamics%of%the%linear%chains%

Nanopar0cle%volume%frac0on:%
sparse:%φ%=%0.25%(sNC)% % globular:%%φ%=%0.1,%0.2,%0.3,%0.4,%0.5,%0.6%%%(gNC1,…,gNC6)%



The$nanoparRcles$are$fully$penetrated$by$the$linear$chains$
No$“confinement”$

Nanopar0cle%volume%frac0on:%
sparse:%φ%=%0.25%(sNC)% % %globular:%%φ%=%0.1,%0.2,%0.3,%0.4,%0.5,%0.6%%%(gNC1,…,gNC6)%

yellow:%globular%(top)%and%sparse%(bolom)%NPs%
blue%and%red:%linear%chains%

g(r)%monomers%of%linear%
chains%respect%to%NPs’%c.o.m%



EFFECT$OF$THE$NANOPARTICLES$ON$THE$TUBE$PATH$
OF$THE$LINEAR$CHAINS:$

MEASURING$THE$ENTANGLEMENT$LENGTH$

“The#postulate#about#the#existence#of#the#primi6ve#chain#is#not#construc6ve,#
i.e,#no#defini6on#is#given#in#terms#of#the#coordinates#of#the#real#chain.”% %
Likhtman,%Macromolecules%2014%

Real%chain%

Primi0ve%chain%



Average%posi0ons%

Isoconfigura0onal%
mean%path%(IMP)%

Same%ini0al%coordinates%
Different%ini0al%veloci0es%

t%=%0%

t%~%entanglement%0me%

Fast%fluctua0ons%in%the%
tube%are%averaged%out%

Bisbee,%Qin,%Milner,%
Macromolecules%2011%

“Mean[field%picture”%of%entanglements%(“confining%poten0al”)%

“AVERAGING”%METHODS%



PRIMITIVE%PATH%(PP)%

Fix%chain%ends%(not%for%rings/loops)%
Supress%intramolecular#excluded%volume% Everaers%et%al,%Science%2004%

“CONTOUR%REDUCTION”%METHODS%

Others%(very%tricky%for%complex%architectures):%geometric%shrinking%methods:%
Z%(Kroger%et%al),%CReTA%(Theodorou%et%al)%

Entanglements%are%“local%interchain%contacts”%



Cyan/yellow:%posi0ons%in%real%space%
Blue/red:%posi0ons%in%tube%path%

isoconfigura0onal%mean%path%(IMP)%

primi0ve%path%(PP)%

unthreaded%rings%collapse%
unthreaded%NP%loops%do%not%
necessarily%collapse%



“Cosine”%method%

“S[coil”%method%

“modified%S[coil”%method%

Es0ma0on%of%entanglement%length%Ne%%%

Re%=%end[to[end%distance%of%the%tube%path%
s%=%contour%distance%
θ%=%angle%between%consecu0ve%bonds%
L%=%total%contour%length%of%tube%path%
Nb%=%number%of%bonds%
lb=%bond%length%

R(s)%

s#

(FRC%model%for%the%tube%path)%

(Gaussian%tube%path%at%large%scales)%

(Ne%=%number%of%monomers%per%Kuhn%segment%of%the%tube%path)%



IMP%

PP%
Removal%of%the%“distorted”%path%ends%

Nanopar0cle%volume%frac0on:%
sparse:%φ%=%0.25%(sNC)%% %
globular:%%φ%=%0.1,%0.2,%0.3,%0.4,%0.5,%0.6%%%(gNC1,…,gNC6)%



IMP%

PP%

Nanopar0cle%volume%frac0on:%
sparse:%φ%=%0.25%(sNC)%% %
globular:%%φ%=%0.1,%0.2,%0.3,%0.4,%0.5,%0.6%%%(gNC1,…,gNC6)%sNC%

sNC%

gNC%

gNC%

Globular% nanopar0cles% make% linear% chains% more%
entangled%(“tube%narrowing”)%than%in%the%melt%

Sparse%nanopar0cles%have%a%very%weak%effect%



IMP%

PP%

Nanopar0cle%volume%frac0on:%
sparse:%φ%=%0.25%(sNC)%% %
globular:%%φ%=%0.1,%0.2,%0.3,%0.4,%0.5,%0.6%%%(gNC1,…,gNC6)%

sNC%

sNC%

gNC%

gNC%

High% frac0on% of% unthreadable% loops% in% the% sparse% SCNPs%
(ineffec0ve%for%entanglements)%

Much% higher% frac0on% of% threadable% loops% in% the% globular%
NPs%(more%topological%constraints%on%the%linear%chains)%



CONCLUSIONS%

Simula0ons%of%all[polymer%nanocomposites%free%of%“experimental%complica0ons”:%
Monodisperse,%no%disparity%in%segmental%relaxa0ons,%constant%density%

Effect%of%the%NPs%on%the%linear%chains%with%respect%to%the%pure%linear%melt:%
Tube%characteriza0on%by%IMP%and%PP%analysis%

Sparse%NPs:%%%%%%%Linear%chains%are%less%entangled%than%in%the%pure%linear%melt%(weak%effect)%

Globular%NPs%(nanogel[like):%%%Linear%chains%are%more%entangled%than%in%the%pure%linear%melt.%
% % % % % %%%%Non[monotonic%decrease%of%entanglement%length%with%NP%frac0on%

Unthreadable%loops%in%sparse%NPs:%ineffec0ve%for%entanglements%
Much%higher%frac0on%of%threadable%loops%in%globular%NPs%(nanogel[like):%
more%topological%constraints%


